By Ron Cline

The varsity tennis team earned two more victories this week, defeating Tufts 9-0 here Monday and Brandeis 7-2 on Wednesday. The team, which has already defeated the University of Rhode Island and placed fifth in the ECAC Championships, will finish up the fall season with the Brandeis Invitational Tournament this weekend.

The Tufts match provided little competition for the netters. MIT took all nine matches with ease, straightforward victories.

Wednesday against Brandeis it looked much the same story. Brandeis' home courts are asphalt as opposed to MIT's clay, and the Brandeis men had trouble keeping the ball in play. Tom Stewart '69 at number six and Mandy Weiss '70 at number five went through with oppositions identified 6-2, 6-0. Joe Baron '70 had to fight for the second set to earn his 6-0, 7-5 victory, and Bob Hartcastle '69 prevailed at number three, 6-0, 6-4. The number one and two matches were played on MIT's hard courts, however. (This was to prepare the players for the tournament at Brandeis this weekend. Each team sends its top two men to compete in the singles-only tournament.)

Bon McKinley '70, who should have had no trouble playing down at number two, was extended to 6-4, 7-5, while Skip Brookfield '69 lost in three sets.

Likewise, MIT won the clay court doubles easily, but McKinley and Weiss were topside on the asphalt.

Despite the poor showing by McKinley and Brookfield on Wednesday, however, MIT is favored to win the Brandeis Tournament. Brookfield upset McKinley in a challenge match last week, but has been sick for the last few days. He did not even compete in the Tufts match. But Skip's game is greatly improved over last spring and by Saturday he should be back in top form. McKinley, though invited for competitive hopes, did extend well in tournaments this fall.

Come in 1, 2, 3, 4

Kentucky 
Harriers outrun BC

By John Warpe

Coach Art Farnham's harriers picked up their fifth win of the season Tuesday by romping over Boston College 16-4. Co-captain Ben Wilson '70 and easily for all of the 4.7 miles of golf course and woods at Franklin Park. The tall blonde is unseeded so far this season and layed off the finish line at 13:15, 45 seconds in front of the next finisher, Korbach '69. Korbach, just recovering from an infected knee, lost Larry Peto '70 and Co-captain Jim Yankaskas '69 to a 25-second group spread and third, fifth, and fourth places. Boston College squeezed in a runner for fifth place. John Owens '79 wrapped up sixth for Tech.

Tech's best punch last year, leading the team to an undefeated season, was composed of the top two runners, the one that counted in the scoring (the next two displacement). So far this year there have been larger than ideal spreads and figures have been squeezing in to give Tech just a few extra points—just enough to lose the meet in one case (Coast Guard won by four). Tech's getting stronger as the season progresses and will start grouping smaller.

Friday, October 6

Tuesday's win gives the hounds the 2-2-2 Stark with four opponents hopelessly. Under the MIT distance men journey to the University of New Hampshire to try to add another win. Last year Tech outdistanced UNH 19:39; this year both teams have improved but the engineers should still come out of the meet with a slight edge.
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By Don Aspin

The MIT golf team picked up a pair of victories last Monday by winning the Invitational Match Play Tournament at Country Club. The scores were 434 over BC and 50-61 over UMass.

Surprisingly, Gil East '69 was the consummate victor. Gil's 73 was the best round of the day and it was a stroke for a stroke with his opponent. Tech's six winners were Bob Thomas '69 with 82, Brian Mullen '69 with 77, Don Daniels '69 with 82, Ken Smolick '70 and Jack Mahoney '69 with 80, and course Robert Armstrong with 92. It is the second part of the meet that manages to win a point. Thomas lost to his opponent and Mahoney helmed for Bender's 115.

To golfers won't be playing in the field in the short term, although BC. The reason for this is that Greg wasn't playing in the qualifying and as a result of the players who played poorly.

By Al Morgan

The winless Tech soccer team fell victim to Boston College 6-0 Wednesday. The BC victory wrapped up sixth for Tech last year, leading the team to an undefeated season, was composed of the top two runners, the one that counted in the scoring (the next two displacement). So far this year there have been larger than ideal spreads and figures have been squeezing in to give Tech just a few extra points—just enough to lose the meet in one case (Coast Guard won by four). Tech's getting stronger as the season progresses and will start grouping smaller.

Friday, October 6

Tuesday's win gives the hounds the 2-2-2 Stark with four opponents hopelessly. Under the MIT distance men journey to the University of New Hampshire to try to add another win. Last year Tech outdistanced UNH 19:39; this year both teams have improved but the engineers should still come out of the meet with a slight edge.
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